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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of time-dependent neutron transport equations one often 
considers the semigroup T, generated by the transport operator A + K 
(A the streaming operator, K a collision operator defined by a scattering 
kernel k) as a perturbation of the analytically more tractable semigroup S, 
generated by A alone. Among other things, one is interested in conditions 
on the scattering kernel k that guarantee that the only spectral values of T, 
outside the spectral disk of S, are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. This is 
helpful in analyzing the large time behavior of solutions of the transport 
equation. The first conditions of this kind were given by Jorgens [6] and 
Vidav [ 181. Recently, Voigt in [20, 211 and Greiner in [4] gave more 
general conditions that already apply to a large class of scattering kernels, 
e.g., uniformly bounded ones. 
For semigroups in classical Banach spaces we weaken their assumptions 
and show (in Theorem 3.1) that if for some n all products of the form 
KS,,K.. KSlnK, t, > 0 are strictly singular then S, and T, have the same 
essential spectral radius. One advantage of our assumption is that the class 
of strictly singular operators (introduced by T. Kato in [lo]) is much 
larger than the class of compact operators in spaces like L,[O, l] and 
C[O, I] and that there are criteria for strict singularity which are often 
easier to handle than compactness criteria (see, e.g., [26]). For example, 
an operator T in L,[O, 1] is strictly singular if and only if T is weakly 
compact (see [ 15]), i.e., if and only if T maps the unit ball of L, into an 
equi-integrable set. Furthermore, the product KS,,K.. KS,“K often has a 
concrete representation that allows a “direct” application of these criteria. 
We illustrate this in Section 4 by deriving a condition on the scattering 
kernel k(x, v, u’) sufficient for the above perturbation result. Our condition 
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is more general than Voigt’s or Greiner’s condition since it allows 
“singularities” of the velocity distributions k(x, ., u’) that depend on x and 
u’. In Section 5 we show that our result contains results of Suhadolc [ 171 
on the linearized Boltzmann equation which are not covered by the con- 
ditions in [4] or [21]. Some of these results were announced in [27, 
Sect. 51. I would like to thank the referee for bringing to my attention a
paper of P. Takac [IS] which appeared after this paper was submitted for 
publication. Assuming a compact position space D Takac uses a condition 
equivalent o our conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 4.1 in order to prove a 
partial spectral mapping theorem for T, = exp[t(A + K)]. 
Our proofs use the fact that the strong integrals of a function i -+ T, of 
compact (strictly singular) operators are again compact (strictly singular). 
This is shown in Section 2, where we also give a related estimate for 
measures of non-compactness. These technical results may be of indepen- 
dent interest. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON MEASURES OF NON-COMPACTNESS 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and denote by B(X, Y) the space of all 
bounded linear operators from X to Y. For TE B(X, X) the essential 
spectral radius is defined by 
r,(T) = sup{ 111: 1, belongs to the spectrum of T but is not an 
eigenvalue of linite algebraic multiplicity 3.
In estimating r,(T) we will find the following “meausure of non-com- 
pactness” useful: 
II TII m = inf{ II TI ,,,, I/ :M closed subspace of X with codim M < co } (2.1) 
for TE B(X, Y). It is shown in [12, Sect. 31 that 
11 TIl m = 0 if and only if T is compact (2.2) 
lim 11 T”jj ,!/ = r,(T). (2.3) ,1 + m 
II .Ilm is a multiplicative s mi-norm on B(X, Y). (2.4) 
These properties of /I .Ilm make it possible to give a formula for the essential 
type of a semigroup which is analogous to the usual characterization fthe 
type of a semigroup. Let (S,) be a strongly continuous semigroup on 
X= Y. The type o of (S,) is defined by 
o=inf{t-‘In \lS,ll: t>O} (2.5) 
8 L. w. WEIS 
and it is well known that for all t > 0 
I( S,) = do (2.6) 
where r(T) is the usual spectral radius of T. Voigt has shown in [20, 
Lemma 2.11, that there is a number w, E [-co, w] such that an equation 
similar to (2.6) holds for the essential spectral radius. For this essential type 
w, of (S,) we obtain in analogy to (2.5): 
2.1. PROPOSITION The limit 
we= lim t-‘In JJS,)),=inf(t-’ In))SIJjm: t>O) 
,-Cc 
= inf(l6 o: there is a constant M with [(S, [lrn < A.#&‘) 
exists and we have 
r,( S,) = ewe’. 
Proof. I\ S, + 9 )jrn d j) S, \\ ,n . I\ S, )I m implies that the function t + In /j S, iI m
is subadditive and therefore the limit exists by [S, Theorem 76.11. Using 
(2.3) we may proceed as in the proof of (2.6) and obtain 
r(S,)= lim /IS,,lI~=!if”, exp tkln ll~kll, 
( > 
=e’+. 1 
“-+CC 
The Dyson-Phillips expansion of a perturbated semigroup uses strong 
integrals of operator-functions ( ee Section 3). We show now that certain 
perturbation classes are closed with respect o those integrals. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let (a, p) be a measure spuce and t E .Q -+ T, E B(X, Y) 
be a strongly integrable function, i.e., 
TX= T,xdp(t) 
J’ (2.7) R 
exists for all x E X as a Bochner integral and 
Then 
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Proof: First we assume that X is separable and show that there is a 
sequence M, 1 M, 3 ... M, of finite codimensional subspaces of X such 
that 
Wll, = inf II4 Mn II for all SE B(X, Y). (2.8) n 
Since every separable Banach space is isometric to a subspace of C[O, l] 
we may think of X as a subspace of C[O, 11. Denote by (y,) a basis of 
C[O, 11, e.g., the Schauder basis [2, p. 341. Put M, = Xn span{ y,, m 2 n} 
and let P, be a projection of X onto M,. For a given finite codimensional 
subspace M of X and E>O we choose a projection P of X onto A4 and 
n E N such that II (I- P)I ,,,. II< E. Then I/ PI ,,,. II< II (P - I),,,,. II + 1 d 1 + E 
and 
II~IM”ll d lwMnll + II~(~-P)l,“II d IISl,ll(l +c)+ /ISlIE. 
This implies inf, IIS/ ,,,n I/< l\Sll, and the reverse inequality is clear. Since for 
all n 
II TIM” II G j II T, I M, II 44t) 
it follows from (2.8) and Lebesgue’s convergence theorem that 
If X is non-separable we choose finite codimensional subspaces M, c X, 
M,~M,+,,... and a sequence x,EM,, IIx,,II = 1, such that 
0) inf, IITIMall =inf, IIR,II = IITII,; 
(ii) x, is a basic sequence 
(see [2, p. 421 or [13, Sect. l.a.] for the techniques to achieve (ii)). If we 
put N, = span{x,, m >n} one can show as in the first part of the proof 
that 
II TI N1 II m = inf II TI Nn II = i$ II TX,, II = II TII m. n 
Using the inclusion map i: N, -+ X we can reduce the result to the 
separable case: 
IITll,= IlT~~llm~~ IIT,~~ll,&(~)6 j IIT,lI,n l4,44f). I 
This result contains a generalization fLemma 2.5 in [20]. 
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2.3. COROLLARY. If u-almost all T, in (2.7) are compact then T is 
compact. 
An operator TE B(X, Y) is called strictly singular if for every infinite 
dimensional subspace A4 of X the restriction TI, is not an isomorphic 
embedding into Y. For X= Y the class of strictly singular operators is a 
closed ideal in B(X) of operators whose spectral theory is very similar to 
compact operators (see, e.g., [lo; 13, Sect. 2~1). But in general, e.g., for 
X= L,[O, 11, 1 6p < co, p # 2, the class of strictly singular operators is 
considerably larger than the class of compact operators. For X= L,(p) or 
X= C[O, 1 ] it was shown by Pelczynski n [ 151 that the class of strictly 
singular operators coincides with the ideal of weakly compact operators. 
We do not know if the analog of Corollary 2.3 for strictly singular 
operators holds in full generality but we can prove it for some of the most 
common classical Banach spaces (observe that many Sobolev- and H,- 
spaces are isomorphic to L,,(p)). 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let X be isomorphic to one of the spaces L,,(Q, u), 
1 <p < co, or C(K), where K is compact and metric or compact and 
extremely disconnected. If t E Q + T, E B(X) is a strongly integrable function 
qf strictly singular operators then the operator T defined by 
TX = 
s T,x 44th 
XEX 
D 
is also strictly singular. 
Proof Assume to the contrary that T is not strictly singular. It follows 
directly from the theorem in [23] and results of Pelczynski and Rosenthal 
quoted in [23] that 
there is a subspace A4 of X isomorphic to one of the spaces I,, 
1 Gpbc.0, or co, such that TI,,,, is an isomorphism and there is 
a bounded projection P: X-+ T(M). (*) 
Then we have for all x E M 
TX = PTx = 
s 
PT,x d/t(t) (2.9) 
where PT, 1 M: M + T(M) is still strictly singular for all t E Q. But in the 
sequence spaces I,, 1 dp < co, and co the classes of strictly singular and 
compact operators coincide [3] and it follows from (2.9) and Corollary 2.3 
that TI,: A4 + T(M) is compact. This contradicts (*). In the case MEL 1, 
we argue differently: In 1, every strictly singular operator is weakly com- 
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pact, in particular all PT,l, are weakly compact. Let (x,) be a w*-dense 
subsequence of M. If x,, +W* XEM then it follows from (2.9), the weak 
compactness of PT, 1 M and Lebesgue’s convergence theorem that TX,, con- 
verges to TX. It follows that the range of TI ,,, is contained in the separable 
subspace generated by (TX,). But I, is not separable and again we have a 
contradiction to (a). 1 
3. A PERTURBATION RESULT 
The following perturbation theorem for the essential type of a semigroup 
will be applied to the linear transport equation in Sections 4 and 5. 
Recall that a bounded linear operator U in a Banach space X is called 
strictly singular if for every infinite dimensional subspace M of X the 
restriction UIM is not an isomorphic embedding of M in X. A topological 
space K is called extremely disconnected if the closure of every open subset 
of K is again open in K. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space isomorphic to one of the spaces 
L,(Q, u), 1 <p < co, or C(K), where K is compact and metric or compact 
and extremely disconnected. 
Let (S,) be a strongly continuous semigroup in the Banach space X with 
infinitesimal generator A and let K be a bounded linear operator in X. Denote 
by T, the semigroup generated by B = A + K. Assume that for some n E N all 
products of the form 
KS,, KS,Y, . . . KS,Y” K, s,>o 
are strictly singular. Then 
r,( T,) = rI,( S,) for all t, 
i.e., T, and S, have the same essential type co,. 
3.2. Remarks. (a) The first results of this kind were given by Jorgens, 
[6], who assumes a finite Dyson-Phillips expansion for large t (see (3.1)) 
and by Vidav [ 191, who assumes that (si, .. . . s,) + S,, K... SsnK is con- 
tinuous in operator norm. The inequality r,(T,) < r(S,) was shown by 
Voigt [Zl] in a rather general setting: he assumes that certain remainders 
R,(t) in the Dyson-Phillips expansion are strictly power compact. 
(b) Theorem 3.1 holds for an arbitrary Banach space X if we make the 
stronger assumption that the products KS,, K... KSsn K are compact. Just 
use Corollary 2.3 instead of Proposition 2.4 in the proof below. 
(c) In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we used the assumption on X only 
when we apply Proposition 2.4. So the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds for 
every Banach space for which Proposition 2.4 is true. 
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ProoJ Let us recall the Dyson-Phillips expansion of the perturbated 
semigroup T, (see, e.g., [9, Sect. 1X.2.111 for details). Iterating the formula 
one obtains 
T,= i Ui(t)+R,(t) 
j=O 
(3.1) 
where 
o;(t)=S’s,KU,-,(r-s)ds, j= 1, 2, . . . 
0 
=i 0 < Sk 
S,,KS,,K...KS,KS, es,- . ..ps.ds,...dsj 
s,+ “‘+s,<r 
(3.2) 
R,(t) = j S,~,KS,,K...KS,“+,KT,_. ,_... ~s,+,dsl~~~ds,,l. 
0 i Sk 
s,+ .‘. +sn+l<r 
(3.3) 
Denote by o, and G,, the essential type of (S,) and (T,), respectively. 
(a) We first show that 6,, < 0,. Fix some o’, w” with o, < w’< 0” and 
choose a constant M (cf. Proposition 2.1) such that 
II S, II m < Me”“. (3.4) 
It follows from our assumption, (3.3) and Proposition 2.4 that R,(t) 
is strictly singular. Strictly singular perturbations do not change the 
essential spectrum or essential spectral radius of an operator [lo, 13, 
Proposition 2.d.101. So we obtain from (3.1) and (2.3) that 
By (3.2), Proposition 2.2 and (3.4) we get 
re(Tt)Gj~oJo,, IIKII~ IIS,,llm~~~ IIS,llm. IlSt-s,- ... -SjllMdS1 ...dfj 
q+ ... +*,<t 
< f I( K/J i Mj tj e”” < C eWm’ 
j=O 
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for a large enough constant C. Since 0” > o, was arbitrary it follows from 
Proposition 2.1 that 
G,,= lim t-l lnr,(T,)<w,. 
t-m 
(b) In order to prove the reverse inequality o, d G)e we use the expansion 
s,= i Uj(t)+Rn(t) (3.5) 
j=O 
which is obtained from (3.1) by interchanging the role of S, and T, and 
replacing K by (-K). In particular 
m=j (-,),,I T,,KT,,K... KT,n+,KS,+.,p _.. -s,+, 
Sk 3 0 
s,+ -(‘+s.+,<t 
xds, . ..ds.+,. (3.6) 
B,(t) is strictly singular. Indeed, since all R,(t) are strictly singular and 
strictly singular operators form an ideal we can replace T,, in (3.6) by 
c;=. Ui(sk). Then i?,(t) can be written as a sum of multiple integrals of 
operator products, each of them containing a factor of the form 
KS,, KS,, . . . KS,” K. 
These products are strictly singular by assumption and it follows from 
Proposition 2.4 that i?,(t) is strictly singular too. As in the first part of the 
proof we may now use (3.5) to show that o, = Ge. 1 
4. A SPECTRAL PROPERTY OF THE NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION 
In this section we give an application of Theorem 3.1 to the neutron 
transport equation 
$F(&n,u)= --~.grad,F(t,x,u)-o(x-,o)F(t,x,u) 
+ J*,k’ 
x, u, u’) F(t, x, u’) du’. 
(4.1) 
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Here, x E D and u E V, where D (the “position space”) and V (the “velocity 
space”) are open subsets of R” and p denotes Lebesgue’s measure on R”. 
Assuming the “no incoming particle” boundary condition one can consider 
(4.1) as an evolution equation (a/&) f= B’ in L,(D x V, ,a 0~). More 
precisely, if
O<CJEL,(DX V), sup [ k(x, v, u’) dv < CC (4.2) 
.xED,>.E v Jv 
then the linear Boltzmann operator B = A + K, 
Af(x, v) = 
Kf(x, u) = 
-c vi ;./tx, 0)-44 u) f(x, u)I 
i k(x, v, II’) f(x, v’) dv’ ., 
(4.3) 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup T, in L,(D x V). For an 
appropriate initial distributionf,EL,(D x V) the solution of (4.1) is given 
by 
F(t, x, v) = T,f(x, 0). 
The asymptotic behavior of the solution for large times can be studied in 
terms of the spectrum of T,. For details and further eferences, ee [S, 221. 
But T, and its spectra are not known explicitly. On the other hand the 
“streaming operator” A generates a well-known semigroup S, of the form 
S,f(x, v) = x0(x - ut) exp -1: a(x - us, u) ds]f(x - vt, v). (4.4) 
So one might look for conditions on K that allow to study (T,) as a pertur- 
bation of (S,). One important step in this approach is to show that T, and 
S, have the same essential radius (see [22, Problem 2.1 I). Using 
Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
4.1. THEOREM. Assume that k satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) SUP XE D,o’E vJA 4x, ‘-4 0’) du -+ 0 for P(A) + 0; 
tii) SUPxsD,v% V JIL’,,,k(x,v,v’)dv+Oforr+~; 
(iii) supV,EYJYk(x,u,v’)du+Ofor Ix(+co. 
Then for the semigroups T, and S, in LP( V x D) we have 
r,(T,) = r,(SJ for all t. 
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4.2. Remarks. (a) If D and l’ are bounded (see, e.g., the “reactor 
problem,” [8, Chap. 12)) then (ii) and (iii) are always fullfilled. 
(b) Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that the set of “velocity dis- 
tributions” k(x, ., u’), XE D, v’ E V, form a weakly compact subset of L,(V) 
(see [ 11, Sect. 1.31). 
(c) The conclusion of the theorem is already known under stronger 
assumptions on k. For example, Greiner [4] considers the case where V 
and D are bounded and k is uniformly bounded. Voigt [21] requires in 
place of (i) and (ii) the condition 
(i’) there is a ge L,( I’) such that 
k(x, 0, 0’) d g(u) for all x E D, v, u’ E V. 
Conditions (i) and (ii) are weaker than (i’) in the sense that the “peaks” \ 
of k(x, ., o’) are only restricted intheir “size” but they can move around in 
V depending on x and v’. In Section 5 we will discuss a kernel which 
satisfies (i), (ii) but not (i’). 
(d) In many concrete situations one can calculate r,(S,) explicitly, e.g., 
if V is a ball in R3 then (see [S, 221) 
r,(S,) = e-l*‘, A* = lim ess inf O(X, u): x ED, 1~1 <! _ 
n-m n 
4.3. COROLLARY. If k satisfies in addition to (4.2) (i), (ii), and (iii) the 
condition 
(iv) SUP~,~ jv k(x, u, v’) dv’ < CC 
then the semigroups T,, S, act in L,(D x V, p x p) for 1 <p < 00 and we have 
again 
TAT,) = r,(S,). 
4.4. Remark. Voigt proves this corollary under the assumption 
P’lP 
k(x, v, v’)~ dv dxdv’<m,L+L= 1. 
P P’ 
Although this condition does not imply our assumption in all cases, it is 
stronger in the sense that it requires K to be a Carleman operator while 
our conditions do not even assume compactness of K (compare [21, 
251). I 
We shall prove Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 by showing that the 
operator KS,K appearing in the assumption of Theorem 3.1 is weakly com- 
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pact. For that we need the following criterion for weak compactness. Let 
(52,) pr), (Sz,, p2) be two a-finite m asure spaces. Recall that a subset U of 
L,(Qi, pi) is equi-integrable if and only if 
and 
where the E, are measurable subsets of 52; with pi(E,) < co, E,,, c E,+ 1 
and u E, =&Ii. These two conditions are satisfied ifand only if 
feu jA Ifl dPi+O sup for m+ 00 
m 
for every sequence of measurable subsets A, c Oj with A, I A,, r 3 . . . 
and fi,“= 1A, = /zI. Equi-integrability is also equivalent to weak com- 
pactness of U in L,(Qi). The following lemma is well known (e.g., as a 
special case of much more general results in [ 1 ] ) but we include a simple 
proof of the implication we need: 
4.5. LEMMA. A family (hJat A c L,(Q, x O,, pI x p2) is relatively weakly 
compact if and only if 
(i) the functions (Hrr)leA ELI(Q,), 
are equi-integrable; 
(ii) for pI-almost all w, ~52, the family 
h,(w, .) ff,(w-‘, UEA, 
(wl fixed) is a equi-integrable subset of L,(Q,). 
Proof Let A,cQl xQ, be pr x p2 -measurable sets with 
A,n~Arn+~ 2 . . . and n,A,=@. Then 
A,(~,)= (02: (w, WZ)E&) 
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are measurable subsets of 52, with A,(oi)~A,+,(o,) 3 ... and 
n,A,(w,)=@ for pi-almost all o,EQ,. By (ii) we have for these o1 that 
for m + co. Therefore, by Fubini’s theorem 
and the last term goes to zero for m + co since the functions H, are equi- 
integrable by (i). 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since S,, T, and K are bounded operators in 
L,(D x I’) we can apply Theorem 3.1 with n = 1 if KS, K is weakly compact 
(remember that weakly compact operators in L, are strictly singular). To 
see this we use the known fact (see, e.g., [8,21 I), that KS, K is dominated 
by an integral operator in L,(D x I’). Indeed, if we extend k(x, u, 0’) to all 
of 08” x R” x R” by putting it equal to zero outside D x Vx V we obtain 
from (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and using the substitution y = x - tu’ that 
KS,Kf (x, u) 6 I k( x, u, u’) Kf (x - tu’, u’) du’ 
= 
ss 
k(x, u, u’) k(x - tu’, u’, u) f (x - to’, U) du du’ 
= t-” II k(x,u,t-lx-t-‘y)k(y,t~‘x-t~‘y,u)f(y,u)dudy. 
Hence KS,K is dominated by a multiple of the integral operator 
E,f (x, u) = s, j, E( x,u,~,u)f(y,u)d~du 
with 
(4.5) 
It remains to show that E is weakly compact. By [ 11, Sect. 6.111, this is 
true if the family 
hy.u=@, +,Y, u), (Y, U)EDX v 
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is a weakly compact subset of L,(D x V) and for that it is enough to check 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.5. 
By assumption (iii) of Theorem 4.1 there is for every E > 0 on r -C cc such 
that 
sup s 
k(x, v, v’) dv Q E for 1x1 > r. (4.6) U’EV I/ 
ForasequenceA,cDwithA,IA,+,z ... andnA,=fZIwehavethat 
sup J J 1(x, v, y, u) dv dx YERUEV A,,, v
= sup J 
ytD.ueV A, 
k(y,t-‘x-tc’y,u) J k(x,v,t-‘x-t-‘y)dv 
( 
dx 
V > 
G IWll L, sup t” (4.7) 
1’~ D,ue V s r-IA, 
k(y, x-y, u) dx< IlKIlL, t”c 
for m large enough. The last estimate is obvious for y with ) yj > r. To see 
the general case recall that assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 imply 
that the family 
4 y, ., u), yED,UE V 
is a weakly compact subset of L,(V). Then it is not difftcult tosee that the 
family 
4x .-z, u), LED, UE V, IzI <r 
is also a weakly compact subset of L,(V). Equation (4.7) shows that con- 
dition (i) of Lemma 4.5 is satisfied. To check that conditions (ii) of 
Lemma 4.5 is fulfilled we fix an x E D and choose a sequence A, c V with 
A,IA,+~x ... and n, A, = 0. Then 
SUP (J- 
-I 
8x, u, Y, u) dv 
y~D,u~t’ V > J @x, v, Y, u) dv Am 
k(x, v, t-lx- t-‘y) dv k(x, v, t-lx- t-‘y) dv 
d c, sup s k(x, v, w) dv. WEt” A, (4.8) 
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The last estimate is possible if 
sup s 
k(x, o, W) du > 0. (4.9) wsv y 
If a kernel k does not satisfy (4.9) we choose some 0 < g E L,( V) and con- 
sider the modified kernel 
k,(x, u, u’) = e- ‘“‘g(u) + k(x, u, u’). 
This kernel leads to an analogous integral operator E,, which dominates R 
and also satisfies (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 4.1. To complete the proof, note 
that (4.8) goes to zero for m + 00 since the family 
k(x, ., WI, XED,WEV 
is an equi-integrable subset of L,( V) by (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Proof of Corollary 4.3. We just proved that the integral operator K (see 
(4.5)) is weakly compact in L,(D x I’), i.e., for a sequence A, c D x V with 
A,IA,+, =) ... and n A,=@ we have 
llX&~II L, -+ 0 form-+ co. 
By Corollary 4.3 (iv) R is also L,(D x V)-bounded and the Riesz-inter- 
polation theorem gives for 1 <p < cc that 
IIX.4,~ll.“6 ll~ll~’ IIXA,~II~ --+o for m + co. 
Therefore K is a compact operator in L,(D x V) (see, e.g., [25, 
Corollary 4.2)) and the proof of Corollary 4.3 may be completed in the 
same way as Theorem 4.1. 1 
5. THE LINEARIZED BOLTZMANN EQUATION 
The connecton with the linearized Boltzmann equation of the following 
kernel was studied in [ 171: 
Iu-u’l*+~(lul*-lu’l2)’ 
~ Iv-u’12 (5.1) 
where p > 0 is a constant, V= Iw3 and D c tR3 is bounded. The operator 
Kf(x, u)=jk( x, u, u’) f (x, u’) du’ (5.2) 
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does not define a bounded linear operator in L,(D x I’, p). Therefore, one 
introduces the density 
d(x, v) = ealv12, O<a<2 
and denotes by v Lebesgue’s measure with this density (see [17, 
Lemma 2.21). Then K and S, defined as in (4.3) and (4.4) are bounded 
linear operators in L,(D x V, v) and A (see (4.3)) still defines the generator 
of the semigroup S,. So we may consider the transport equation (4.1) with 
the above particular choice of k as an equation in L,(D x V, v). 
Let T, be the semigroup in L,(D x I’, v) generated by B. For 
r,(S,) = r,( T,) we need to know that KS,K is weakly compact in 
L,(D x V, v). We reduce this problem to Theorem 4.1 by introducing the 
isometry 
J: L,(D x v, v) + L,(D x v, p), Jf(x, 0) = exiu’2f(x, u).
The operators S, =.IS,J-‘, R= JKJ-’ are of the form 
S,f(x, 0) = h(x, u) f(x - tu, 0) with IhI d 1 
m-(x, 0) = J 4 x, u, u’) f(x, u’) du’ 
with 
k(x, u, u’) = ea(‘““- ““*)k(x, v, u’). 
In Proposition 5.1 below we show that fi satisfies the assumption of -- -. 
Theorem 4.1 and it follows that J(KS,K) J- ’ = KS,K is weakly compact in 
L,(D x V, p). Hence KS, K is a weakly compact operators in L,(D x V, v) 
and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that r,( T,) = r,(S,). Note that kernel (5.1) 
does not satisfy Voigt’s condition (see Remark 4.2(c)). 
The spectral analysis in [ 171 depends on the fact that K(II - A ) ~ ’ K is 
weakly compact for 1> o(S,). This also follows from the weak com- 
pactness of KS, K. Indeed, for A> o(S,) we can represent (AZ- A) - ’ in 
terms of S, and obtain 
where the limit exists in the uniform operator topology and the integral is 
defined as the strong limit of Riemann sums. So the claim follows from 
Proposition 2.4. 
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5.1. PROPOSITION. The kernel k,(x, u, v’) = k(u, v’) ea(lvl’- W) satisfies 
for all a with 0 < a < 2 the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof: By rearranging the exponent one can write k0 in the form 
1 
Mx, u, 0’) = m e 
--plu- “‘I* e - w(v, V’P 
wherep=(2c(-a2)/2p>0, q=(2p)-‘>O and 
u(u,u’)=(a-l)~u-u’~-plU~2~‘~;‘2. 
u u’ 
In order to check (i) we choose a sequence A,c V with p(Ak) +O for 
k+ co. Then by (5.3) 
s k,(x, u, v’) dv < sup s 1 sup --Pi”/ dwXE D,u’E V & V’EV /+“.me 
f 
P(&)/* 1 
d - e-Plwi dw + 0 
-P(4)/2 IWI 
fork-+cc. 
We turn to condition (ii) and put Ak = {u E I’: Iv/ > k}. For an arbitrary 
CEN we have 
s s 1 sup k,(x, v, u’) du 6 - e -Pln’i dw + 0 (5.5) lu’l c c Ak AI--C IwI 
for k + cc since A, - v’ c Akp c for all u’ with Iv’1 < C. To discuss “large” v’ 
we fix an arbitrary E> 0 and choose constants D < co and E > 0 such that 
s 
1 
- e-Plw’ dw < E 
ff Id 
(5.6) 
where 
B= {v: IuI GD, lcos <(u, v’)l BE}. 
Note that (5.6) does not depend on the “direction” v’. For v’ E V with 
10’1 > C we obtain 
s 
k,(x, u, v’) dv d 
1 _ e-Pbldw + sup (,-W(‘V’)* 
V f Bc Id 
).jV-$eppbwldw (5.7) weB 
where 
u(w, u’)=(a- l)lwl --I* 
Iv’+ WI*- IdI 
Id 
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This expression from (5.4) can be rewritten in the following way: 
u(w, u’) = (a - 1 -p)lwl - 2p(cos X(w, u’))lu’l. 
For w E B, i.e., Iw( d D and lcos %(w, o’)l 3 E, we have 
lu(w,u’)l>2pEC-la-l-p1.D 
For a large enough C we have therefore 
1 
sup e -YU(W, U’P ,< -e 
IV E 6 v Iwl 
(5.8) 
Combining inequalities (5.6), (5.7) and (5.8) we get 
x,u,u’)du<2~ (5.9) 
for all k, where C depends only on E. Therefore, (5.5) and (5.9) show that 
condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied too. 1 
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